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1. Introduction 
In the classical theory of automata the expressive power of pushdown automata is 
matched by context-free grammars. Both accept the same family of languages, the 
context-free languages. Concurrency theory requires a more intensional exposition of 
behaviour (as language equivalence need not be preserved in the presence of commu- 
nicating abstract machines). Many finer equivalences have been proposed. Bisimulation 
equivalence, due to Park and Milner, has received much attention. 
Baeten, Berg&a and Klop proved that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for irre- 
dundant context-free grammars (without the empty production). Within process calcu- 
lus theory these grammars correspond to normed BPA processes. Their proof relies on 
isolating a complex periodicity from the transition graphs of these processes. Simpler 
proofs of the result soon followed which expose algebraic structure. 
Caucal and Monfort showed that normed pushdown processes (the process analogue 
of irredundant pushdown automata without s-transitions) are strictly more expressive 
than normed BPA with respect to bisimulation equivalence. In this paper we prove 
that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for this richer family of processes. However, 
the proof is not easy, and does not follow immediately from the techniques used for 
showing decidability of normed BPA. One indication of this is that although the proof 
of decidability of bisimulation equivalence for BPP (basic parallel processes) is similar 
to that for BPA bisimulation equivalence is undecidable for the pushdown extension 
to BPP. 
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2. Normed pushdown processes 
Ingredients for describing pushdown processes are a finite set of states 9 = 
{Pl,..., pk}, a finite set of stack symbols r= {Xi,. . . ,Xm}, a finite set of actions 
d={ai,..., a,} and a finite family of basic transitions, each of the form pX -% qa 
where p and q are states, a is an action, X is a stack symbol and u is a sequence 
of stack symbols. A pushdown process is then any expression pa, p E B and u E r*, 
whose behaviour (transition graph) is determined by the basic transitions together with 
the following prefix rule, where p E r*: 
if pX a qcr then pXp 5 qcrp 
This account follows the presentation of Caucal [8]. It is a slight redescription of 
classical pushdown automata (without s-transitions and final states), as for instance 
in [20], viewing them as generators instead of as acceptors. 
Example 1. Let 9’ = {p, q, r,s}, r = {X} and d = {a, b, c, d}. The family of basic 
transitions is 
{PX -f-+ PXX PX -% qE, pX A ~8, qX -5 sX, SX 5 qe, rX 5 r-6) 
where E is the empty stack sequence. The transition graph generated by pX is 
q& 4&X& qx Lsxxz- qxx L ... 
tc tc tC : 
px -2 pxx -2 pxxx -2 .” 
Lb -Ib lb 
i-6 d- rX 2- rXX L . . . 
For any n 3 0 the transition qXX” -% SAT’ is derived from the basic transition qX -% 
SX using the prefix rule when /I is X”. 
Example 1 illustrates how a pushdown process may generate an infinite state transi- 
tion graph. In the following we are interested in comparing the behaviour of two push- 
down processes. Without loss of generality, we can assume that they are built from the 
same ingredients 9, r, d and basic transitions (as the appropriate disjoint union, with 
respect to states and stack symbols, of two pushdown descriptions is a pushdown de- 
scription). One notion of behaviour of pu is the language it generates, which is the set 
of words {w E J&’ * : 3q E 8. pal 3 q&} where the extended transitions 5 are defined 
in the usual way. Acceptance is by empty stack instead of by final state (see [20]). The 
process pX of Example 1 generates the language {a”b d” : n >O} U {a”cd2” : n 2 0). 
Any language generated by a pushdown process is context-free, and for each context- 
free language without the empty string there is a pushdown process which generates 
it. This remains true under the following restriction. A process pa is normed if every 
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reachable process with a non-empty stack generates a non-empty language. (That is, 
for every q/c? such that /I # E and pas q/? for some v, there is a w and a state r, 
such that qfl& rz.) Normedness amounts to irredundancy in the pushdown automaton. 
In the rest of the paper we assume this restriction to normed pushdown processes. 
Each context-free language without the empty string is also generated by a normed 
pushdown process whose state set 9 contains just one state. In which case 9 is 
superfluous, and the result is a normed context-free or BPA process (in Greibach nor- 
mal form). The stack symbols r are the non-terminals and basic transitions have the 
form X -% a. The prefix rule is: if X Aa then X/3 &a/.3. The language gener- 
ated by a context-free process tl is {w :ct --% E}. There is a standard transformation, 
see [20], which translates a normed pushdown process into a normed context-free pro- 
cess which generates the same language. With respect to languages, the expressive 
power of normed context-free processes is the same as normed pushdown processes. 
Concurrency theory is built on a more intensional account of behavioural equivalence 
than that given by languages (as language quivalence need not be preserved in the 
presence of communicating abstract machines). A pivotal notion, due to Park and 
Milner, is bisimilarity which is finer than language quivalence on processes. 
Definition 1. A binary relation 9 between processes i  a bisimulation relation provided 
that whenever (E, F) E W, for all a, 
if E-f+E’then 3F’.FAF’ and (E’,F’)E%!, 
if F&F’ then lE’.E&E’ and (E’,F’)ER 
Two processes E and F are defined to be bisimulation equivalent, or bisimilar, written 
EN F, if there is a bisimulation relation 9 relating them. 
The transformation from pushdown processes to context-free processes does not pre- 
serve bisimulation equivalence. In fact, with respect o bisimilarity normed pushdown 
processes constitute a richer family than normed context-free processes, as shown by 
Caucal and Monfort [ 111. (Independently [l] proves a variant of this result when intro- 
ducing the state operator into process algebra.) Their proof is very elegant, and utilises 
the canonical graph of a process which is the quotient of its transition graph with 
respect o bisimulation equivalence. For instance, the canonical graph for Example 1 
fuses together the pairs of vertices labelled qX” and rX2” for any n 20. Normed 
context-free processes are closed under canonical graphs in the sense that for each 
such canonical graph there is a normed context-free process whose transition graph is 
isomorphic to it. Normed pushdown processes fail to have this property. Caucal and 
Monfort show that Example 1 is a counterexample, as its canonical graph lacks the 
regular structure (as identified by Muller and Schupp [25]) that the transition graph of 
a pushdown process must possess: see [5] for further results about canonical graphs. 
Burkart and Steffen provide additional insight into pushdown processes [6], by show- 
ing that, unlike context-free processes, they are closed under Hoare parallel composition 
with finite state processes (with respect o bisimilarity). Moreover, they demonstrate 
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that the family of pushdown processes is the smallest extension of context-free pro- 
cesses with this closure property. 
Baeten et al. proved that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for normed context- 
free processes [2,3]. Simpler proofs were developed in [7,15,22,17], and [19] showed 
that there is even a polynomial-time decision procedure. The decidability result was 
generalized in [14] to encompass unnormed processes, and then refined in [4] to give 
upper bounds. Groote and Hiittel proved that other standard equivalences on processes 
(traces, failures, simulation, 2/3-bisimulation, etc.) are all undecidable [16]. Similar 
results were proved for BPP which are like context-free processes except that a process 
expression CI is a multiset.’ Christensen et al. showed that bisimulation equivalence is 
decidable for normed BPP [12], and this result was generalised in [13] to include the 
unnormed case. Hiittel proved that the other equivalences are undecidable [21]. 
Decidability of bisimulation equivalence for normed pushdown processes is harder 
to show than for normed context-free processes. There are many reasons for this. 
First Baeten et al. method is not applicable, as normed pushdown transition graphs 
need not display the periodicity upon which their proof relies. Second, the structural 
methods in the simplifed proofs of decidability, which appeal to decomposition and 
congruence, are not immediately applicable, as it is not clear what are the components 
of a pushdown process: a context-free process XI . . .X, is built from the subprocesses 
Xi, but a process p& . . .X, does not contain Xi as a pushdown component. Perhaps 
the clearest indication of the increased difficulty is that for the pushdown extension 
of BPP2 bisimulation equivalence is undecidable, a result due to Hirshfeld (utilizing 
JanEar’s technique for showing undecidability of bisimilarity for Petri nets [23]): for 
details see the excellent survey [24]. 
The proof presented below of decidability of bisimulation equivalence for normed 
pushdown processes consists of two semi-decision procedures (for which we are unable 
to provide a complexity measure). One-half of the proof is easy, as bisimilarity is 
characterizable using approximants when processes, such as pushdown processes, are 
image-finite. 3 
Definition 2. The family {- ,, : n > 0) is defined inductively as follows: 
E ~0 F for all processes E, F 
E ~n+l F iff for each a E d 
if E % E’ then 3F’. F % F’ and E’ -J,, F’, and 
if F&F’ then 3E’.E%E’ and E’y,F’ 
The following is a standard result. 
1 The prefix rule becomes: if X 2 a then 8X/I 5 &q?. 
2 When the prefix rule is: if pX & qcr then pSX/I 5 q&x/I. 
3 E is image-kite if for each w E A* the set {F : E z F} is ikite. 
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Proposition 1. If E and F are image-finite then E - F ifl \dn 2 0. E -,, F. 
For each n 2 0, the relation N,, is decidable for pushdown processes, and therefore 
bisimulation inequivalence is semi-decidable via the simple procedure which seeks the 
least i such that pu +i q/3. Therefore, we just need to establish the semi-decidability 
of bisimulation equivalence. The crux of this part of the proof is that there is a finite 
tableau proof of pa N qfl. As finite proofs can be enumerated, this amounts to a semi- 
decision procedure. The method generalises the technique developed by the author and 
Hiittel [22]. It relies upon exposure of structure within normed pushdown processes. 
We introduce a finer equivalence than bisimilarity to ensure a congruence, and we 
show that with respect to it pushdown processes can be taken apart, when extra stack 
symbols are introduced. 
3. Congruence and cancellation 
The following two key properties underpin decidability of bisimulation equivalence 
on normed context-free processes: 
Congruence : if UN/? then LZ~N/%~ 
Cancellation : if u6~@ then a~/? 
Explicit use of these features can be seen in the decidability proof which uses 
tableaux [22]. (A more elegant proof of decidability of bisimilarity exploits the stronger 
property of unique prime decomposition, due to Hirshfeld [ 171.) In the more general 
case, when the restriction to being normed is lifted, congruence still holds but cancel- 
lation fails. However, bisimulation equivalence remains decidable because of a weaker 
form of cancellation [14]: if there are infinitely many different 6 (with respect to -) 
such that a6Nj3S then asp. 
Neither of these key properties is true of normed pushdown processes. A counter- 
example to congruence is that although qX N rXX in Example 1 of the previous sec- 
tion, qXX + r-XXX. Example 1 also furnishes instances of failure of cancellation such 
as rX6 N qXXX but rXs +J qXX. Moreover, the weaker version of cancellation also 
fails. 
Two pushdown processes can be bisimilar without agreeing on their final states 
when the stack empties: for instance the bisimulation relation between qX and vXX 
of Example 1 contains the pair (qE,r-E). This explains why congruence (with respect to 
stacking) fails for pushdown processes. However, by refining the definition of bisimu- 
lation equivalence we can ensure a congruence. 
Definition 1. A binary relation 99 on pushdown processes is an a-bisimulation provided 
that whenever (pa,qjI) E W, for all a E JZZ 
if U=E then P=E and p=q, and 
if /I=& then CI=E and p=q, and 
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if pa 4 p’a’ then 3q’p’. qb % q’/?’ and (~‘a’, q//l’) E W, and 
if q/3 --f+ q/j?’ then 3p’a’. pa -% p’a’ and (p’a’, q/B’) E 9. 
The “a” stands for “agreeing”, as the first two clauses require final states to be the same 
when processes terminate. Two pushdown processes pa and q/? are a-bisimilar, written 
pa E q/?, if there is an a-bisimulation relating them. Note that the earlier two processes 
qX and rXX are not a-bisimilar. Later, in this section, we shall relate bisimilarity and 
a-bisimilarity. 
Not surprisingly, a-bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, and it is also a congruence 
with respect o stacking. 
Proposition 1. The relation z is an equivalence relation. 
Proposition 2. If pa=qfi then pa6sqjG. 
A-bisimilarity can also be characterized using approximants. 
Definition 2. The family { sn : n 2 0) is defined inductively on pushdown processes as 
follows: 
PE ~0 PE for any state p, and 
pa =O 48 for any p,q, a#& ad B#E, 
pa E~+I q/? iff pa 20 q/l, and for each a E &, 
if pa -f+ p’a’ then 3q’p’. qp -f+ q’j?’ and p’a’ E,, q/B’, and 
if qp 5 q’f then 3p’a’. pa A p’a’ and p’a’ E,, q’@‘. 
The base relation -o does not include all pairs of pushdown processes. For example 
any pair pe, q/3 (when p # q) is excluded. 
Proposition 3. pa = q/? isf kfn 2 0. pu sn q/?. 
Our next concern is to provide a mechanism for composing and decomposing push- 
down processes. We extend pushdown descriptions by augmenting their stack sym- 
bols r with a finite family of stack constants w. Assume that the state set of the 
pushdown description is 9 = { ~1,. . . , pk}. Each new stack symbol WE +f has an 
associated efinition 
wdzf (q1&,...,q&) 
where each qi E 9, and each 6i is a sequence of stack elements, possibly including 
constants. However, we assume that if & #E then its first symbol belongs to r. The 
intention is that for each state pj E 9 the behaviour of pj W is that of qjSj, the jth 
component of the definition of W.4 An extended pushdown process is an expression 
4 This selection notation (. . .) for pushdown processes is used in [26,6]. 
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pa where a = E or 01 E T(r U W)* . Basic transitions are unaffected, remaining of the 
form pX$qu whereXEr and UET *. However the prefix rule is generalised to 
if pX A qu then pXp % [qufl] 
where bracketing [. . .] is defined as follows: 
[pi&] = pi&, and 
[p;Xfi] = p&l when X E r, and 
biWl=[qi&Pl when W ‘Sf (qlb,..-,qA) 
Therefore, if pu is an extended pushdown process and w E d* and pu -% q/l then q/3 
is also an extended pushdown process. 
A-bisimilarity remains a congruence in the presence of constants. 
Proposition 4. If pXu E qYp then pXuW E qYfi W. 
Constants also provide a handle for composing pushdown processes, as illustrated 
by the next two results whose proofs are routine. 
Proposition 5. If Wd~f(q181B,...,qksRB) and Vdzf(ql&,...,q,&) then pXuW= 
pxu vp. 
Proposition 6. If W !Zf (4161,. . . ,q&) and V kf (rll.1,. . . ,r~&) and for each i : 1 <i 
<k, qiSi E ri2.i then pXa W E PXU V. 
It is time to examine the condition of being normed more carefully. The nom of 
a process pa, when u may contain constants, is a k-tuple (nl,. . . ,nk) where each 
ni E N U {I}. The component ni is either the length of a shortest word w such that 
pu A pi& or there is no such word and ni is the undefined element 1. We let n(pu) 
be the norm of pu, and we let n(pa)i be its ith component. The restriction to normed 
processes implies that at least one entry in a norm is different from 1. Let max(pa) be 
the maximum defined entry in n( pa) and min(pu) be the least defined entry. Finally, 
we let D( pa) be the set {i : n(pu)j # I}. We can now slightly refine the previous 
proposition. 
def 
Proposition 7. If W dzf (ql&,...,q&) and V = (rlAl,...,rk&) andfor each iED 
(pXu).qiGi EriAi then PXUW E pXaV. 
Two useful measures on a pushdown description are now defined. First M is just 
greater than the maximum norm of a stack symbol in r: 
M cf 1 + max{max(pX) : p E S and X E r} 
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And second G is the maximum length of a stack sequence on the right hand side of 
a basic transition (where 1 1 is “length of’): 
G kf (max{ (c1] : pX * qa is a basic transition} U { 1)) 
The family of finite constants YY is partitioned into two. First are simple constants. 
Each has a definition U dAf (q161 , . . . , q&) where each 6i E r’ and )6i] <MG: constants 
are not allowed in their definition, and neither is the empty stack. Up to renaming 
of constants, there are only finitely many different simple constants, because of the 
constraint on their length. We now come to the first substantive result, where simple 
constants are used to provide a format for cancellation. 
Lemma 1. If pXa z q/A? and p E P and max(pX) <min(qP) and Ij?I <M then there 
is a simple U dAf (41~1,. . . , qkyk) such that 
(i) pXU6 z q/9, and 
(ii) for all i E D(pX). [pia] 3 qiyi6. 
Proof. Suppose pXa E q/lS and /3 E r+ and max(pX) emin and ]/?I GM. For each 
i E D(pX) consider a shortest wi such that pX 3 pi&. Therefore, pXa 3 [pia]. 
Since pXa E q/36 we know that q/%3 JL qiLi and [pia] E qili. However, as max(pX) < 
min(q/?) it follows that Izi = yi6 and q/3 % qiyi and yi #E, and as /I E P this means 
that yi E P. Also because (wi] <M (and I/I?] GM) it follows that ]yi] <MG. Let U dAf 
(41Yl,..., qkyk) where for each i E D(pX) qiyi is determined as above and for each 
i 4 D(pX), qiyi = pX. By definition U is a simple constant, and by construction 2 
holds. By induction on n it follows that for any p’a’ such that a’ E r+ and D(p’a’) c 
D(pX), p’a’UG --n p’a’a. Therefore, pX U6 E pXa, which implies 1. 0 
The other constants in ?V are recursive. Each recursive constant has a definition 
V dAf (qlll , . . . , qk&), where each li is either the empty sequence or of the form &V 
where V is the defining constant and & is a non-empty sequence of stack symbols 
and simple (but not recursive) constants. Their first use is to relate bisimilarity and 
a-bisimilarity. Let I dzf (pl E , . . . , PIE) be an initial degenerate recursive constant. Clearly 
the following holds. 
Proposition 8. pXa - qY/? if pXaI f qYj?Z. 
The second and more substantive use of recursive constants is to provide a very 
delicate form of cancellation which turns out to be sufficiently strong for showing 
semi-decidability of a-bisimilarity. Simple cancellation, if pa6 f q/36 then pa s q/3, 
fails as does the more refined notion, if pab EE q/l6 for infinitely many different 6 then 
pa E qj?. What could be even weaker? The idea is, roughly speaking, if pa6 E q/L%? for 
infinitely many 6 then there are just finitely many “regular shapes” such that each 6 has 
one of these shapes, where the notion of shape is captured using recursive constants. 
More precisely, we state the exact result. 
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Lemma 2. Fix pX and q/.? assuming that /?EP and I/3] <A4 and max(pX) <min(qfl). 
There is a Jinite set of recursive constants r such that for any a which does 
not contain recursive constants and for any 6 if pXaS ~qqB6 then there is a V *Af 
(q14,..., qk&) in +‘- such that 
(i) pXaV = q/?V, and 
(ii) for all j E D(pXa) U D(q&. if S = E then [pi61 s [qj6], and 
(iii) for all j. if ;Zj = 2iV then [pi61 E qjIJ6. 
We shall prove this result in two stages. 
The first stage is central, and shows how a family of finite shapes can be iteratively 
constructed. 
Lemma 3. Fix pXa and qYfi assuming that a and fi do not contain recursive con- 
stants. There exists a jbtite family v of recursive constants such that for any 6 if 
pXa8 G qY/?G then there is a V *zf (4111,. . . ,&) in v such that 
(i) pXaV zqY/W, and 
(ii) for all i E D(pXa) U D(qY/3). if iii = E then [pi61 E [qt6], and 
(iii) for all i. if 2i = &V then [p$] EE qi&6. 
Proof. Let A = (6 : pXaS z qY@}. If A is empty then let Y be empty, and the result 
holds. Otherwise assume a total ordering on the state set {PI,. . . , pk}, SO that pi < pj 
whenever i < j. We say that the recursive constant V is deiinitionally equivalent to V’ 
if their definitions are the same except for their occurrences of V and V’: in which 
case, for all n > 0, pXaV E,, pXaV’ for any p, X and a. 
For each 6 E A we define the family { F6 : 0 bi G k*} iteratively, so that for each i 
Properties 2 and 3 hold for F6 and Property 1 holds when i = k*. Furthermore, for 
each i the set {F” : 6 E A} when quotiented by definitional equivalence is finite. From 
this the result follows by taking V to be the family { I$ : 6 E A} after quotienting by 
definitional equivalence. 
The element Vi *Af (PIE , . . . , pk&). Clearly, both Properties 2 and 3 hold, and the set 
{ V,d : 6 E A} is a singleton up to definitional equivalence. Assume I$’ for 0 6 i <k* has 
been defined, and that both Properties 2 and 3 hold for it, and that the set { I$6 : 6 E A} 
is finite up to definitional equivalence. If Property 1 is also true then let Vi”, for all 
j : i <j <k* be 5”. Otherwise, Ftl is constructed as a refinement of I$“. As Property 1 
fails there is a least n 20 such that pXa&” fn qY/?Ks, and we know that n >O. How- 
ever, we also know that pXaS E qY@. Hence, pXa % [pial] and qY/3 -% [q,p,] for 
some a and p{al and q& such that [pia G [q$16] and [pjal&s] &_I [q1/?1K”]. 
The sequences a1 and pr do not contain recursive constants. If both a1 and /$ are non- 
empty then we can obtain a subsequent pair p&a;! and q& such that [pia s [q&B] 
and [pia2QS] 7$,-_2 [q&F$‘], and so on. Therefore, as n is finite we must reach a pair 
p@j and qjbj such that [p$ajS] E [qjbjS] and [p$jK”] fn_j [qjfijFb], where aj or pj 
is empty (and neither contain recursive constants). 
Without loss of generality, assume that tlj = E. Let rl be the entry for p: in F6. 
There are two cases. 
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Case 1: 1= a. NOW consider ai. First assume that Bj # a. Let K:i be I$6 except 
that qjpjcti is associated with the state p; instead of r& (and throughout the other 
entries V$i replaces q6). Clearly, Properties 2 and 3 hold for Fti given that they 
hold for KS. Next assume instead that bj = a. Assume that sy is qj’s entry in F6. 
There are two subcases. First, y # a. Then cti is cs except that sy is associated with 
p: (and throughout all entries I$, 
order on states I$!, 
replaces 4”). Second, y = E. If p$ < qj in the total 
is I$’ except that ra is associated with qj instead of SE, and if 
qj < p: then I’$ is F6 except that SE is associated with p$ (and in both cases through- 
out the other entries <$, replaces c6). Again clearly Properties 2 and 3 both hold 
for I$,. 
Case 2: I? # E, and SO A = ,‘I$‘. Again consider pi. If pj #E then as [pjd] 3 qjajS 
by Property 3 we know that [p(is] E rA’6, and SO rl’6 s qjaj6. However rl.‘F$s fn-j 
qjBjy6 (as [p:ajv’] = rA’c6). Therefore, the proof proceeds as before by defining fur- 
ther pairs r,,,;Z:, and qj+maj+m such that [r&&d] E [qj+mBj+mJ] and [r,,&Z:,‘] fn-(j+m) 
[qj+mrgi+mc6]. Otherwise pj = a. Let sy be the entry for qj in 6”. If y = E then we 
proceed as in case 1 above (with the c1 and /3 roles reversed). If y # a then y =y’K6 
where y’ does not contain recursive constants. By Property 3 for I$’ [qjS] f sy’6 and 
[p$d] E rl’6 and therefore rA’6 z sy’6, and also rl’Ks $n-j sy’ y6. Therefore, again we 
define further pairs r,& and smyk such that [r&J] E [smy66], and [rm;n3L:,?$6] $n_(j+m) 
[smyk Q6]. As n is finite there can only be finitely many invocations of Property 3 before 
F6 is updated according to the first case. 
The construction of I$, updates exactly one entry in qd which must be of the form 
rE. The update becomes either non-empty or is replaced by an empty entry from an 
earlier state in the total order. For each yd the number of possible different recur- 
sive constants vi1 by this construction given that pXa~” fn qY/3v6 (with n least) is 
finite. Consequently, the set { F+i. 6 6 E A} is finite up to definitional equivalence. More- 
over, given the regime for updating, there can be at most k* updates, and therefore 
pxc@ =qYp$. Cl 
This takes us to the proof of Lemma 2. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Assume pX and q/l where B E Tt and ]/I] GM and max(pX) c 
min(qfi). We show the following: 
There exists a finite family % of simple constants and a finite family V of recursive 
constants such that for any u not containing recursive constants and for any 6 if 
pXaG=qqB6 then there is a U dgf (rlyl,...,rkyk) in %! and a Vdzf(qlA1,...,q&) in 
V” such that 
(i) pm = 4BV, 
(ii) for all j E D(pX). [pjaV] E rjyjV, 
(iii) for all j E D(pXa) U D(qp). if ,Jj = E then [PjS] E [qj6], and 
(iv) for all j. if ,4j = JjV then [PjS] EqjAj6. 
Lemma 2 now follows because Properties 1 and 2 imply that pXcrV E qj3V (us- 
ing Propositions 5 and 7). Let A = {(a, S) : pXcrS E 486). If A is empty let 4 and 
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-Ir be empty, and the result follows. Otherwise A is non-empty. By Lemma 1 for 
each (a, 6) E A there is a simple U ‘!Kf (riyi , . . . , rkyk) such that pm6 z qj?d and for 
all j E D(pX). [p$] G YjyjS. By the construction in Lemma 1 we know that there 
are only finitely many such U (as each component of their definition is drawn from 
the set {q’y’ : q/3 J+ q’y’ for ]w J <max( pX)}). Let Vi,. . . , Ul be the different sim- 
ple constants. We partition A into sets Al,. . . , Al such that for each (a, 6) E At, with 
u, dsf (riyi , . . . , r’kyk), pxtJl6 E q/?6 and for all j E D(pX). [p@] S rj?jyiS. By Lemma 3 
for each A, there are finitely many recursive V such that pXUt V G q/3V and for each 
(a, 6) E At one of these recursive constants V sf (9111,. . . , qk&) has the property that 
[pj6] z [qjAi6] for all j E D(qfi)UD(pX.Jf) (where if 3ij = I’V then Ai = A’ and if Jj = E 
then $ = E). Let K be this finite family of recursive constants. The proof is finished if 
for each (a, 6) E At there is a VE% such that for all j E D(pX). [pjaV] E rjyjV. Using 
a similar proof method to that in Lemma 3 we refine this set of recursive constants so 
that it becomes true. Let “& be 9$. Take the least n such that there is an (a, 6) E At 
and V dzf (ql& , . . . ,qk&) E Ko with [pj6] - [qjAJ6] for all j E D(q@UD(pXa) such that 
[pjaV] fn rjyjV. However we know that [p&5] E YjyjG. Therefore, by the technique in 
the proof of Lemma 3 this means that for some j, [pjV] $0 [q’ilV] and [pj6] = [q’G] 
and the jth component of V, qj3”j, has the form r-c. We now update V. There are two 
cases. First if Iz # E then each entry rE in V is replaced with q’lV. If i = E then replace 
each entry rt with the entry for q’ (which cannot be re). All other enties in V remain 
untouched. Call the resulting constant V’. A small exercise shows that for any a and 
/I if [paV]s[qflV] then [paV’]=[qpV’] ( an d so, in particular, pxV,V s q/IV’): this 
is the reason why all entries rE are updated at once. Let %$i be %o with V replaced 
by V’. Now keep repeating the procedure. As with the argument in Lemma 3 the 
number of possible updates must be finite (here less than rk2 where r is the number 
of constants in “L;b). 0 
4. Tableaux 
Given a pushdown description and two normed processes pa and q/3, the aim is to 
show semi-decidability of pa - q/3. If a = E or /? = E then checking for decidability is 
clear. Otherwise, the problem reduces to decidability of pal E q/?Z where Z is the initial 
recursive constant. Therefore, we need to extend the pushdown description with a finite 
family of stack constants w. As we saw in the previous section we can include all 
potential simple constants. For the recursive constants we have no such upper bound 
(and hence the reason for semi-decidability). However, besides the initial constant I, 
we only need to introduce a l%rite family (see Lemma 2 of the previous section) for 
pairs pX and q/3, /? E P, and ]/?I Qt4, and for which there is an a and a 6 such that 
pXals E q/36. 
We complete the decidability result by presenting a tableau proof system for 
a-bisimilarity. The proof system is goal directed, and consists of a I5nite set of rules 
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each of the form 
Goal 
Subgoal, . . . Subgoal, 
v 
where Goal is what currently is to be proved and the subgoals are what it reduces to, 
and V is a possible side condition on the rule application. Each goal and subgoal has 
the form pa = qj? (the proof analogue of pa G q/?) where the constituents are extended 
normed pushdown processes. Each rule is backwards ound: if all the subgoals are 
true then so is the goal. As we are dealing with infinite state systems there is also 
the important notion of when a current goal counts as terminal, for the rules only 
apply to nonterminals. Terminal goals are classified as either successful or unsuccessful. 
A tableau proof for Goal is a finite proof tree, whose root is Goal and all of whose 
leaves are successful terminals, and all of whose inner subgoals are the result of an 
application of one of the rules to the goal immediately above them. If the successful 
terminals are true it follows that the root goal is also true. We show that pXa N qY/3 
iff there is a tableau proof for pXd = qY/?I. 
The tableau proof rules are presented in Fig. 1. There is a cancellation rule CAN 
which introduces recursive constants and a reduction rule RED which introduces im- 
ple constants: their formulation directly reflects the important lemmas of the previous 
section. The third rule is unfold UNF: for each transition from pXu there is a corre- 
sponding transition from qYB, and the resulting pairs become subgoals (and vice versa). 
A tableau is built from proof steps, possibly interspersed with applications of UNF. A 
proof step has the form 
pXaS = q/G 
CAN 
. . . [q&3] = [PjS] . . . pXaV =qpV 
RED 
*..[pjUV]=qjl/iV... @UV=qBV 
or when CAN is not applicable, it has the form 
pxa = q/96 
RED 
. ..[pia]=qiYi6... pxus = q/36 
CAN 
e . . [qjAj.S] = [pj6]. . f PXUV =qBV 
. . . 
The idea is to repeat proof steps whose roots are themselves leaves of a proof step 
except when the side conditions for CAN and RED do not apply in which case the 
UNF rule is applied instead. The proof step starting with CAN takes priority over the 
one starting with RED, which takes priority over the use of UNF. Note that a recursive 
constant may only appear as a final stack symbol, and that simple constants are only 
explicitly introduced into processes on the left side of =: they can appear on the right 
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Cancellation (CAN) 
Condition C 1: 
(i) /I E P and IBI GM and max(pX)<min(qg) and 161> 1, and 
(ii) V ‘%Gf (4111,. . . q&) is recursive, and 
(iii) D(pXcr) U D(qj?) = {il,. . . , il}, and 
(iv) if lij = E then 1; = E, and if lij = Iz”V then A; = A”. 
Reduction (RED): 
pxct = qp6 
ha] =qilYi16 *. . [pi@] =qi[yU6 jJxuS=q@ c2 
Condition C2: 
(i) j3 E P and I/31 <:M and max(pX)<min(qj?) and [a(> 1, and 
(ii) U&f (qlyl , . . . , qkyk) is simple, and D( pX) = {il, . . . , il}. 
Unfold (UNF): 
pXcl=qYfl 
P1W=418i . . . plal=qdh 
c3 
Condition C3: For any a 
(i) if p& 4 p’cl’ then 3: 1 <i < 1. p/a’ = piai and qYfi A qipi, 
(ii) if qY/? -% q’/?’ then 3: 1 <i < 1. q//3’ = qibi and pXa ’ + pi&. 
Fig. 1. Tableau rules. 
hand side of = through the presence of recursive constants, when a process becomes 
The conditions for being a terminal node are described in Fig. 2. A node labelled 
pa = q/3 in a proof tree is a successful terminal if it is an identity (qfi is pa) or a 
repeat; i.e. there is a node above it on the path to the root also labelled pa =qj?. In 
the conditions for being an unsuccessful terminal we use the standard notation rL 5 
as an abbreviation for 3r’A’.rl -% r’l’. Clearly, if a node labelled pa =qjI is an 
unsuccessful terminal then pa $ q/I 
The tableau proof rules are backwards ound with respect o the approximants Ed, 
and this fact is used in the following soundness result. 
Lemma 1. If there is a tableau proof for pa =qj? then pu ~48. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that for any n 20 if all the leaves piaf = q[fi[ 
of a proof step have the property that p# E,, qifli then the root of the proof step 
p’u’ = q’fi’ has the property p’a’ ~~+l q’fl’. This is clearly the case for the UNF rule. 
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Successful terminals: 
0) pa = ~4 
(ii) pa=qp d an in the proof tree the same equation pa =q/3 occurs above on the 
path to the root. 
Unsuccessful terminals: 
(i) pE=qE and p#q, 
(ii) pa = qp and min( pa) # min(q/?), 
(iii) pa = qp and pa 4 but not(qb A), 
(iv) pa = q/3 and q/? -% but not(pcr A), 
Fig. 2. Terminal nodes. 
For the other two proof steps it follows by a similar kind of backwards soundness for 
the rules CAN and RED: in the case of CAN if each leaf [q&6] = [p$] has the 
property [q&$1 Z~ [pjjS] and the leaf pXaV = q/W has the property pXu ~~+l q/W 
then the root pXaS = q/?6 obeys pXarS =,,+I q/36, and in the case of RED if each 
leaf [piia] = qoyijS has the property [PiiN] s,, quyg6 and the leaf pXU6 = q/G has the 
feature pxuS =,,+I q@ then the root pXa = qb6 is such that pXa sn+l q/G. 
Assume that there is a successful tableau built using proof steps with root pa = q/?, 
and suppose that pa f q/l. Clearly, it cannot be the case that pa $0 q/l (for then 
pa =q/3 would be an unsuccessful terminal). Hence, there is a least n such that 
pu f, qp and pu $,,+I q/3. Consequently there is a leaf p’a’ =q’f3’ of the first proof 
step such that p’u’ y& q//3’ by backwards soundness described above. Take the leaf 
pilail =qil/?il for which there is a least nl such that piluil =,I qil/3il and piluil &+l 
q& (and so nl <n). Repeatedly apply this argument. At each stage we have a root of 
a proof step pvuij = quau such that puuij Enj qijpg and puau fnj+l qofiu, and nj <nl 
whenever j> 1. As the tableau is finite, this sequence picks out a finite path through 
the tableau (when the intermediate subgoals between the root of a proof step and its 
chosen leaf are added). However, the tableau is successful and so the final goal is 
a successful terminal. Clearly, it cannot be an identity p’u’ = p’a’ since p’a’ E,, p’a’ 
for all n 20. Consequently, the final goal p’a’ = q’fi’ also occurs earlier in the path. 
But now we have a contradiction as there cannot be nj and nl (with nj#nZ) where 
p’u’ Enj q’fi’ and P’U’ $nj+l q/B’ and p’a’ -,,l q’p’ and p’a’ $,,[+I q’/?. q 
Now the main result which shows completeness of the tableau method. 
Theorem 1. pXa N qY/? isf there is a tableau proof for pXclr = qYpI. 
Proof. One-half follows by Lemma 1 above and Proposition 8 of the previous section: 
if there is a tableau proof for pXaI=qYpI then pXa - qY/?. For the other half suppose 
pXu ~qY/3. By Proposition 8 pXcCr -qYpI. We now construct a tableau proof for 
pXd =qY/?I. First we introduce all the appropriate constants. For each pX and q/l, 
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b E P, I/II <M and where max(pX) <min(q/?), we define finite sets of constants as 
determined by Lemmas 1 and 2 of the previous section. Now we repeatedly build proof 
steps that preserve truth until we reach terminals. Lemma 2 of the previous section and 
the introduction of constants guarantee that if pXaS = q/36 is a subgoal with fi E P 
and I/II <M and max( pX) <min(q/I) and (61> 1 then the proof step whose initial rule 
is CAN is applicable. If CAN is not applicable to pXu = q/G and /I E r+ and 181 <A4 
and max(pX) <min(qfl) and 161> 1 then the other proof step applies. Otherwise, the 
rule UNF is always applicable to a non-terminal subgoal (as any process in a tableau 
has the form pXa or pe). Clearly, as truth is preserved it is not possible to reach an 
unsuccessful terminal goal. 
The only impediment is the possibility that the proof construction ever ends, that we 
build a proof tree with an infinite path. The rest of the proof shows that this is impossi- 
ble. Note that because of normedness, for each k > 1 the set (r6: for some pa such that 
Ial <k, ~3 E pa and 6 and LX contain at most one recursive constant} is finite. 
Let S be the following measure: 
lIMX({lAil +M: Vdzf(qlll , . .. , q&k) is recursive} U {MG + 2) U (4)) 
In a goal pa = qj? we say that pa is a left process and qj? is a right process. Note the 
following observations: 
(i) Any occurrence of a left or right process has at most one recursive constant which 
can only appear as the final stack symbol. 
(ii) The only way that simple constants can be introduced into a right process is 
through the UNF rule, in the circumstance that pXa = qYV and qY 5 r.x this 
means that in a right process q/W6 where U is simple, IU6) <S. 
(iii) The only circumstance that both CAN and RED are not applicable to a nonterminal 
goal pXa = q/36, fi E r+, is when max(pX) f min(q& and 6 = E or 6 = V or 
6 = USi and U is simple. In which case Ij?S( KS. 
Suppose p1a1 = qdl,. . . , pnan = qnPn,. . . is an infinite path of distinct goals in the 
tableau (with plal = pXxZ and q1/?1 =qYj?Z). Let gi be the ith goal in this sequence. 
We show that there must be a repeat goal in this sequence: for some i goal gi is a 
terminal. A little notation. Consider the role that takes gi to gi+i: if the rule is UNF we 
say gi+i is an UNF successor of gi, if the rule is CAN then we say it is an l-successor 
if it is of the form [qi@] = [pia] and an r-successor if it has the form pXaV = qj3V. 
Similarly, if the rule is RED then we say it is an l-successor if it is of the form 
[pia] = qiy6 and an r-successor if it has the form pXU6 = q/?6. 
The following are true for the sequence gi,. . . ,gn,_. . 
(i) There is an i such that for all j >i the goal gj is not an r-successor of CAN 
because the right process of such a goal has the form qj3V where I/?1 <M (and 
so l/IV1 <S). 
(ii) There is an i such that for all jai the goal gj is not an UNF successor. First 
by 1 above there is an i such that no later goal is an UNF successor via the two 
kinds of proof steps (as it would then be preceded by a right successor of CAN). 
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Second, by observation 3 earlier CAN and RED are not applicable to a goal only 
when its right process is small. 
Hence there is a sufhx gi,. . . , gn,. . . of goals such that each goal is a successor of 
RED or an l-successor of CAN. If in this sufhx the goal gj is an r-successor of RED 
then gj+l is an l-successor of CAN. Clearly, there cannot be j>i such that for all 
k>j the goal gk is an l-successor of CAN as each application reduces the right pro- 
cess by at least one stack symbol. Similarly, there cannot be j >i such that for all 
k>j the goal gk is an l-successor of RED as each application reduces the left process 
by one stack symbol, except when a simple constant or a recursive constant is encoun- 
tered: in the first case the stack may temporarily expand but the number of simple 
constants is reduced by one and in the second case, whenever a recursive constant is 
exposed the left process has size less than S. Consequently, infinitely often there must 
be a change over from l-successors of CAN to a successor of RED. Consider any 
subsequence gi, . . . , gi+k of goals which are l-successors of CAN and such that CAN 
is not applicable to gi+k. SO gi+k_l has the form pXa8 = q/h? and gi+k has the form 
[qin[s] = [PiS]: either 6 is small (of length less than A4 + 2) or 6 has the form j?i U6i 
where U is simple (and ]/?I) <M). Hence, either ]j?S] <S or the right process of gi+k 
has size less than S. Hence, there cannot be such an infinite sequence of goals without a 
repeat. q 
5. Conclusion and open questions 
We have shown that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for normed pushdown 
processes. However, no complexity measure is available as the decision procedure 
essentially relies on Lemma 2 of Section 3. Moreover, it is not clear if the proof can 
be generalised to include unnormed pushdown processes: the main problem is that we 
are then unable to show completeness of the tableau proof system. 
Normed BPA processes and normed pushdown processes are two means for gen- 
erating the context-free languages (without the empty string). These languages are 
also generable using richer descriptions. Let r be a finite family of non-terminals 
and d a finite family of actions. A basic transition has the form a 4 j3 where 
a, /I E r* and a l d. We can then define a process as a sequence of non-terminals 
whose behaviour is determined by the basic transitions together with the prefix 
rule: 
PRE if a % B then a6 --% j?S 
The notion of normed process is then appropriately definable (for instance by utilising 
a finite set of final states which have no transitions, as in [24]). 
In Table 1 is a Caucal hierarchy of process descriptions according to how the family 
of basic transitions is specified. In each case we assume a finite family of rules. Type3 
captures finite-state processes, Type 2 captures BPA processes in Greibach normal form, 
and Type 1 i, in fact, captures pushdown processes. For Type 0 and below this means 
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Table 1 
Basic transitions 
Type -2 
Type -1 
Type 0 
Typel; 
Type 2 
Type 3 
that in each case there are finitely many basic transitions. In the other cases RI and R2 
are regular expressions over the nonterminals. The idea is that each rule RI -% fi stands 
for the possibly infinite family of basic transitions {N 5 /? : tl E RI} and RI 4 R2 
stands for the family {a & /I : 01 E RI and p E Rz}. For instance, a Type-l rule of the 
form X” Y -% Y includes for each II the basic transition X” Y -% Y. 
This Caucal hierarchy is implicit in Caucal’s work on understanding context-free 
graphs, and understanding when the monadic second-order theory of graphs is de- 
cidable [S-lo]. With respect to language equivalence, there is no distinction between 
Type-2 and Type 2. With respect to bisimulation equivalence this is not the case. How- 
ever, Caucal showed in [8] that Type0 processes coincide (up to isomorphism of their 
transition graphs) with pushdown processes (and hence Type 1 i processes). Conse- 
quently, a corollary of the main result in this paper is that bisimulation equivalence 
is decidable for normed Type0 processes. This leaves as open questions whether it is 
also decidable for normed processes in Type-l and Type-2. These could turn out to 
be very difficult open questions, as we note below. One other reason for interest in 
these problems is that decidability questions about weak bisimulation can be coded as 
decidability questions about strong bisimulation at a higher level in the hierarchy: for 
instance, weak bisimulation of totally normed BPA processes can be coded into strong 
bisimulation of normed pushdown processes [ 181. 
Another area for further work is the issue of decidability of language equivalence 
for deterministic pushdown automata, DPDA. These are normed deterministic push- 
down processes which also have E moves. When processes are deterministic lan- 
guage equivalence coincides with bisimulation equivalence. Hence, the result proved 
in this paper generalises [26] which proves decidability of language equivalence for 
real-time DPDA accepting by the empty stack: a real-time DPDA has no E moves. 
However, the proof method is very different: Oyamuguchi et al. [26] use Valiant’s 
parallel stacking technique whereas the method here relies on congruence and can- 
cellation. Further work is needed to establish whether we can offer new insight into 
the DPDA problem (which has been recently solved [27]). However, this problem 
is related to the open questions above, as a DPDA with E transitions can be coded 
as Type-l process without E transitions. For a different perspective on these issues 
see [9]. 
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